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DISCLAIMER

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

This marketing communication (hereinafter also the “communication”) is  prepared by an internal department of Mediobanca - Banca di 

credito finanziario S.p.A. (“Mediobanca S.p.A.”), authorized and supervised by the Bank of Italy and Consob to provide financ ial services, and 

constitutes a set of information produced by persons other than an independent analyst which recommend a particular investment decision in 

respect of a financial instrument, as defined by the relevant European regulation directive provisions on market abuse ( MAR Regulation). 

This communication is deemed not to be an investment research as defined by the relevant European Directive provisions on investment and 

ancillary services (MiFID Directive) and by the implementing law. This marketing communication is not prepared in accordance with legal 

requirements designed to promote the independence  of investment research and it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the 

dissemination of investment research.

This marketing communication is not directed at you if Mediobanca S.p.A. is prohibited or restricted by any legislation or regulation in any 

jurisdiction from making it available to you.  You should satisfy yourself before reading it that Mediobanca S.p.A. is permitted to provide 

communications concerning investments to you under relevant legislation and regulations. Mediobanca S.p.A. accepts no responsibility 

whatever for any failure by a person resident outside the European Union to observe the foregoing.  

This communication is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute or should not be construed as a provision of investment 

advice, an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, any financial instruments. It is not intended to represent the conclusive 

terms and conditions of any security or transaction, nor to notify you of any possible risks, direct or indirect, in undertaking such a transaction. 

Not all investment strategies are appropriate at all times, and past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Mediobanca 

S.p.A. recommends that independent advice should be sought, and that investors should make their own independent decisions as to whether 

an investment or instrument is proper or appropriate based on their own individual judgment, their risk-tolerance, and after consulting their own 

investment advisers. 

The information contained herein, including any expression of opinion, has been obtained from or is based upon sources believed to be 

reliable but is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness although Mediobanca S.p.A. considers it to be fair and not misleading. Neither 

Mediobanca S.p.A. nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents shall have any liability, howsoever arising, for any error, inaccuracy or 

incompleteness of fact or opinion in this marketing communication or lack of care in its preparation or publication.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

No part of the content of this communication may be copied, forwarded or duplicated in any form or by any means without the prior consent 

of Mediobanca S.p.A., and Mediobanca S.p.A. accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
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US INFLATION: FAIT PERSPECTIVE

10Y Nom.  (white); 10Y Real (blue); BE 10Y (green); 

BE  5Y (mauve)

BE 5Y (mauve); BE 5Y,5Y forward (blue)

FAIT1 is presented at the Jackson Hole Symposium on 
August the 27th 2020

No market reaction for over 2M: FAIT does not induce 
higher inflation expectations. It tells the market the CB 
reacts to above target inflation readings after a while. In 
so doing the CB makes room for higher inflation 
expectations

Market reacts to expansionary fiscal policy prospects 
after the Democrats secure the presidency (1st leg: Nov –
Dec) and Congress (2nd leg: since Mid-Jan)

Despite 5Y BE inflation rose to historically high level, 
market is not pricing inflation spiraling out of control 
(unusually, 5Y,5Y forward BE inflation < 5Y BE inflation)

Positive base effect, rising commodity prices, bottlenecks 
due to value chains repatriation, government sponsored 
consumer demand  lower price sensitivity are already 
priced in 

The time to decide if these adjustments are sticky and 
generate 2nd round effects is still a few months away

(1) FAIT = Flexible Average Inflation Targeting 
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US INFLATION: RELATIVE PRICES ADJUSTMENTS VS GENUINE INFLATION

CPI (orange); Core CPI (blue); Trimmed CPI (yellow) Participation Rate (yellow, 6M Mav is bold); Prime 

Age Participation Rate (white, 6M Mav is bold)

Inflation is on the rise due to base effect and 
commodities’ prices rise

Core inflation confirms the peculiarity of the moment 

Trimmed inflation shows extreme changes are major 
contributors to core and headline rise  

The combination of these indexes and the large labor 
market miss in April squares with Fed’s inflation “hump”

Inflation worries call for tapering being hinted at by the 
Fed before 4q21(1)

FAIT regime implies the Fed acts on inflation and labor 
market improvements being measured. Will the labor 
market be tight enough by 4q21 to justify tapering talks?

Does market weigh inflation too much and labor market 
too little?

US is about 8mn workers short of pre-C19 level. Is the US 
economy flexible enough to entice discouraged workers 
back in the market by year end?  

(1) BofA Global Research Fx and Rates Sentiment Survey shows market participants see hints of tapering more likely than not by the 

September Fed meeting and at 93% by the year end (39% sees tapering being hinted at in 4q21)   

Topics for Discussion
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EURO ZONE INFLATION: NEED FOR MORE

10Y US (yellow); 10Y Big5 USD-hedged(1) (white); 

EUR (green); EUR Trade Weighted (orange)

Better economic prospects and tapering talks in US 
triumph stronger ECB’s market print since the March GC 
Meeting  

EUR rise in synch with higher (currency-hedged) EZ yields

Inflation expectations still low after a significant run 

upward. 

Market is currently pricing almost constant inflation at 
1.6% y/y over the next 10Y

HICP is at 1.6% y/y. Market is not pricing much out of 
monetary and fiscal policies boost 

PEPP ends in March 2022 as anti-C19 vaccination rolls on 
and market expects EZ growth to take off later in 2021. A 
stronger EUR feeds on these elements. What would the 
ECB do to counter financial condition tightening? Larger 
APP, possibly?

Priced inflation is way off record highs despite strong 
economic growth. Could FAIT be introduced in EZ too? 
Will core country accept that?

How introducing housing services in the HICP basket 
makes ECB monetary policy more effective?

(1) ECB’s capital key weighted 10Y yield of Germany, France, Italy, Spain, The Netherlands. Vertical line is Mrs. Lagarde announcing 

“significantly faster” purchases

(2) 5Y BE is 5Y Zero Coupon Inflation Swap; BE 5Y,5Y forward is based on 10Y and 5Y Zero Coupon Inflation Swap    

Topics for Discussion

BE 5Y(2) (mauve); BE 5Y,5Y forward (blue); HICP y/y 

(green)
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TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION: RECAP

FAIT regime implies the Fed acts on inflation and labor market improvements being measured. Will the labor market be tight 
enough by 4q21 to justify tapering talks?

Does market weigh inflation too much and labor market too little?

US is about 8mn workers short of pre-C19 level. Is the US economy flexible enough to entice discouraged workers back in the 
market by year end?  

PEPP ends in March 2022 as anti-C19 vaccination rolls on and market expects EZ growth to take off later in 2021. A stronger EUR 
feeds on these elements. What would the ECB do to counter financial condition tightening? Larger APP, possibly?

Priced inflation is way off record highs despite strong economic growth. Could FAIT be introduced in EZ too? Will core country 
accept that?

How introducing housing services in the HICP basket makes ECB monetary policy more effective?
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